
PROPS with Jack the Artist
This step-by-step guide will make your dance 

show dazzle and wow the crowds.

Hello!Hello!



Great... and who is
JACK THE ARTIST?

JACK THE ARTIST, otherwise known as Jack 

Cornell, takes a multidisplinary approach 

to making art in education settings, often 

exploring UN SUSTAINABLE  DEVELOPMENT 

GOALS as initial stimuli. He regularly works 

with  CREATE Arts charity, TATE Britain, TATE 

Modern, Camden Arts Centre, Wysing Arts 

Centre, AND he has  his own You Tube series! 

I'm easily lead!
I'm easily lead!

I'm ready!I'm ready!

Wait for me!Wait for me!

Hello! Hello! 
Hey there!Hey there!

I'm notI'm not

I'm graphite!I'm graphite!
Welcome toWelcome to

Big Schools...Big Schools...

Welcome to 

BIG SCHOOLS (SEND)

Hi! Hi! 

What is 
BIG SCHOOLS (SEND) 

Big Schools (SEND) is designed to equip children 

and young people (with special education 

needs and disabilities) with the knowledge 

and skills needed to help them bridge key 

educational transitions in their lives. Whether 

they are in primary education getting ready 

to transition into big school, heading off to 

college or university or a school leaver entering 

the big school of life – the Big Schools (SEND) 

programme is always there to support and guide!

What is 
LET’S DANCE 2020

Ally Pally teams up once again with 

ParaDance UK for the second year running 

to deliver a fun packed six-weeks of online 

resources; including films, info packs, games 

and activities to get children and young 

people with special education needs and 

disabilities dancing and being creative 

throughout the autumn.



Welcome to this tutorial on prop making! I’m going to show teachers some super fun 

and tactile ways of making masks using techniques that work well with (SEND) learners 

as they often enjoy the materials, colours and textures used.

LET’S WATCH JACK THE ARTIST

Press the play button to 
Press the play button to 

start the film...
start the film...

I'm excited...I'm excited...

https://youtu.be/Y0YQ_WWxtTw


BEFORE WE START...

Checklist...
Newspaper

Old plastic bags 
Bubble wrap

Strong masking tape
Scissors 

Colour tape
String   

Marker pens

You can use anything you You can use anything you 

have laying around to have laying around to 

help decorate your prop.help decorate your prop.
Let's go!Let's go!

Ask the pairs

                       
             to think about...

Is there a theme

to their dance?How could they use  

props in their dance?

What materials 

could they use?
What could they 

make?

OK Great...OK Great...This is not a self lead activity, constant monitoring will be needed  

throughout. First of all ask the learners to get into pairs.  

 I'm going to use a big ball of string as it's similar to the shape 

of my big head!



Learners start by making a cap on each others head which will form the base of the prop or mask. Wrap the 

material around the forehead and tie it back like a bandana, making sure not to cover the eyes nose or mouth. 

Cut strips of tape and get the learners to cover the shape of the headpiece,  they will need to build up several 

layers of tape to make it nice and strong!

Let’s begin...

Don't get any tape on 
Don't get any tape on 

your partners hair! OUCH!
your partners hair! OUCH!

I’m using a ball of string as my 

model but each pair should take 

it in turns to be model and the 

prop maker. Switching roles at 

key points to ensure they both 

have their own mask or prop.



Now they should 

have something 

that looks like 
this...

Stylish prop!Stylish prop!

What about making  
What about making  

some eyes???some eyes???



The learners must carefully measure  the position for the 

eye holes and draw an outline with the marker pen.  

Strengthen the paper with tape.

Next they must cut a strip of paper  

that will form a visor for the mask. 

The width of the paper 

should  cover the eyes and  

forehead.

Cut out the eye holes on this visor. Position it on the cap 

and check the fit making sure they can see through the 

eye holes. Then stick the visor to the cap using strong tape.

Now its time to  

make some  

eye holes!

You can use paper or 
card,

You can use paper or 
card,

just be sure you have  
just be sure you have  

permission permission BEFOREBEFORE  

you cut them up!
you cut them up!



Encourage the learners to start  

adding finishing touches to their 

masks for example drawing  

patterns and shapes using  

a marker pen.

Now they can  

decorate their

mask.

Remember let the marker per dry,  
Remember let the marker per dry,  

if you touch it when it is wet  if you touch it when it is wet  

it could smudge!it could smudge!

Now is the chance for them 
Now is the chance for them 

to be bold and creative 
to be bold and creative 

with their decoration.
with their decoration.



You can make pretty much any prop using this technique. Scrap card,  bubble wrap and newspaper  

make excellent malleable materials. You just scrunch, twist and wrap in tape - good luck!

Now they can

 build some

adaptations

I’m making battle horns for my  

prop using scrap materials.  

Using some newspaper 

and another plastic bag I’ve 

scrunched it into a horn shape 

and then taped around it. 

What shapes What shapes 

will you add  will you add  

to your prop?to your prop?



Look out for more 
(SEND) workshops! 

Jazz Hands!Jazz Hands!

Coming soon!Coming soon!
Each week we will release a new stagecraft workshop to give  

your performances the old ‘razzle dazzle.’ 

Visit our website for more
www.alexandrapalace.com/creative-learning

SET DESIGN
with Jenny DEE

COSTUME
with Ana Rubio Carrizo

MAKE-UP
with Kate Griffiths


